In our application targeted here, four on-glass antenna elements are set in an automobile to improve the reception quality of mobile ISDB-T receiver. With regard to the directional characteristics of each antenna, we propose and implement a joint Pre-FFT adaptive array antenna and Post-FFT space diversity combining (AAA-SDC) scheme for mobile ISDB-T receiver. By applying a joint hardware and software approach, a flexible platform is realized in which several system configuration schemes can be supported; the receiver can be reconfigured on the fly. Simulation results show that the AAA-SDC scheme drastically improves the performance of mobile ISDB-T receiver, especially in the region of large Doppler shift. The experimental results from a field test also confirm that the proposed AAA-SDC scheme successfully achieves an outstanding reception rate up to 100% while moving at the speed of 80km/h.
Introduction
Terrestrial Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting (ISDB-T) as digital TV broadcasting service in Japan started to launch nationwide from 2006. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), also referred to as a multicarrier modulation scheme, is adopted as a modulation method of ISDB-T standard. OFDM is well-known as a high-spectral efficiency transmission method in the multipath environment [1] , [2] . However, ISDB-T standard mainly aims to fully support fixed reception applications. In a circumstance that OFDM receiver is set on the automobile, orthogonality among OFDM subcarrier is destroyed due to Doppler shift as the automobile is moving. Therefore, it is a severe challenge to maintain the reception quality of mobile ISDB-T receiver at a certain level that is acceptable for human vision.
One well-known way to improve the performance of OFDM receiver is to exploit a spatial diversity by utilizing multiple antenna elements. Typically, depending on whether the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is performed before or after diversity combining, the structure of an OFDM receiver Manuscript received May 8, 2007 . Manuscript revised July 20, 2007 . † The authors are with the Faculty of Engineering, Dept. of Information Engineering, Univ. of the Ryukyus, Okinawa-ken, 903-0213 Japan.
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a) E-mail: phdang@lsi.ie.u-ryukyu.ac.jp DOI: 10.1093/ietcom/e91-b. 1.127 is then classified into two types: Pre-FFT scheme and Post-FFT scheme. In Pre-FFT scheme, array antenna utilizes digital beam-forming (DBF) algorithm to form beam toward the desired signal [3] , [4] . Since this approach only relates to processes prior to FFT, it is an attractive solution in term of low computation requirement. Several approaches based on adaptive array antenna and Pre-FFT scheme, namely as Pre-FFT adaptive array antenna (Pre-FFT AAA) scheme, have been proposed to improve the performance of mobile OFDM receiver in multipath condition [5] - [10] . In our previous works [11] and [12] , we proposed and implemented the Pre-FFT AAA scheme, in which several DBF algorithms have been adopted, such as Maximum Ratio Combing (MRC), Adaptively Main Beam Forming (AMBF) as the improvement algorithm of MRC, and Sample Matrix Inversion (SMI). On the other hand, Post-FFT scheme is an optimum approach in term of maximizing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each OFDM subcarriers [13] - [15] . However, its computation complexity grows drastically as more antenna elements associated with equivalent OFDM demodulations are used.
In this paper, we propose a joint Pre-FFT adaptive array antenna and Post-FFT space diversity combining scheme, hereto referred to as AAA-SDC, as a trade-off approach to improve the performance of mobile ISDB-T receiver with reasonable requirement of computation complexity. For our particular application, four on-glass antenna elements are set in the body of automobile. Interestingly, as the body of automobile is made from metal, one should take into account the fact that the directional characteristic of antenna element is distorted and seemingly concentrates on the outside of the automobile [17] . To exploit the unique property of on-glass antenna elements, we also propose the implementation of the AAA-SDC scheme for mobile ISDB-T receiver, in which several implementation-related issues is dealt with, e.g. Doppler shift, frequency error, sampling rate error and timing synchronization. The target of our design is not only to improve the reception quality but also to provide the flexible and unified platform that is capable of reconfiguration and further improvement. The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated by simulation and the prototype is validated in field experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, signal models of the proposed AAA-SDC scheme and DBF algorithms such as MRC, AMBF and SMI are introduced. In Sect. 3, issues related to implementations of the proposed AAA-SDC scheme for our application are discussed. The implementation of the AAA-SDC scheme is verified by simulations and experiments, the results are provided in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5. Finally, conclusions are given in Sect. 6.
OFDM Signal Model
In OFDM transmitter, data stream is serial-to-parallel divided into multiple substreams modulated by inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). Then, GI (Guard Interval) is inserted at the output of IFFT. The OFDM transmitted baseband signal can be expressed as
where a(i, k) denotes a complex modulation data of k-th subcarrier of i-th OFDM symbol and N c denotes the number of OFDM subcarriers. The OFDM received signal via multipath channel is derived as follow
where ⊗ denotes the convolution. h(n) and η(n) are channel impulse response (CIR) of multipath channel and additive noise, respectively. At the receiver, after removing GI, the received signal is demodulated by using the FFT. The OFDM received symbol at k-th subcarrier of i-th OFDM symbol is derived as
where H(i, k) and N(i, k) are channel transfer function (CTF) and additive noise at k-th subcarrier of i-th OFDM symbol, respectively.
nk Nc 2.1 Pre-FFT Adaptive Array Antenna DBF algorithms that exploit the periodic property of OFDM signal are realized. OFDM signal is comprised of GI with duration of T g and an effective symbol with duration of T e . Indeed, GI is a copy from the last part of the effective symbol. In this paper, GI is referred to as "HeadGI" in order to distinguish from the original part, which is referred to as "TailGI." Figure 1 illustrates the principle of the Pre-FFT AAA scheme [12] . Suppose that a linear array antenna is equipped with M element antenna. Thus, an input vector of the AAA scheme is expressed as
Hence, the output of the AAA scheme is calculated as follows
where superscripts (.) T and (.) H denote the transpose and the conjugate transpose, respectively.
T is a coefficient vector of the AAA scheme.
In our previous work [12] , DBF algorithms were investigated and implemented. Again, they are adopted for the Pre-FFT scheme and their signal models are briefly given in the following.
Firstly, MRC algorithm is recursively derived from the cross-correlation of inputs and output of the Pre-FFT AAA scheme [12] . Accordingly, the initial coefficients of the Pre-FFT AAA is set so that the input of only one antenna is used as the output. Then, the coefficients of MRC algorithm is recursively determined for next OFDM symbol and is expressed as
where E[.] denotes the expectation function. Secondly, AMBF, which is based on MRC algorithms, is derived in order to exploit the periodic property of OFDM signal. Hence, the coefficients of AMBF algorithm are derived from the cross-correlation of HeadGIs of inputs and TailGI of output as follows
where X h (n) denotes HeadGIs of input vector, y t (n) denotes TailGI of output. Finally, SMI algorithm is also adopted for the Pre-FFT AAA scheme. Instead of forming the beams toward the strongest path, SMI algorithm steers nulls toward DOAs (Direction-Of-Arrival) of interferences. The coefficients of SMI are given as
where R xx = E X h X H h is auto correlation matrix of inputs.
2.2 Post-FFT Space Diversity Combining Figure 2 illustrates the principle of the Post-FFT SDC in the OFDM receiver. Suppose that the Post-FFT SDC consists of M FFTs corresponding to M OFDM demodulators. The combined symbol at k-th subcarrier of i-th OFDM symbol is given as follows
where C l (i, k) and Y l (i, k) are combining coefficient and received symbol corresponding to l-th branch of Post-FFT SDC at k-th subcarrier of i-th OFDM symbol, respectively. Assume that each subcarrier suffers the flat fading condition due to its narrow bandwidth and the perfect CTF estimation is also utilized. Thus the combining coefficient corresponding to l-th branch of the Post-FFT SDC at k-th subcarrier can be derived by using the MRC algorithm as follows [14] 
where H l (i, k) is CTF of l-th branch at k-th subcarrier of i-th OFDM symbol. By using MRC algorithm, the optimum SNR can be achieved for each subcarrier in the Post-FFT SDC scheme [24] .
Proposed Joint Pre-FFT Adaptive Array Antenna and
Post-FFT Space Diversity Combining
The Post-FFT SDC scheme mentioned above is literally an optimum solution to achieve the maximum diversity gain with given antenna elements. However, due to a very high computation complexity, recently, the implementation of the Post-FFT SDC scheme is usually comprised of up to four OFDM demodulations.
In this paper, we propose a joint Pre-FFT adaptive array antenna and Post-FFT space diversity combining scheme for OFDM receiver, named as the AAA-SDC scheme. Hence, the AAA-SDC scheme can be considered as a trade-off solution to achieve a reasonable diversity gain with a relatively low computation complexity. 
Several DBF algorithms, e.g. MRC, AMBF and SMI, are performed in the Pre-FFT AAA scheme as discussed in Sect. 2.1. Outputs of them are fed to the Post-FFT SDC scheme to perform diversity combining for each subcarrier of OFDM symbols as discussed in Sect. 2.2.
Next, the implementation of the proposed AAA-SDC scheme for mobile ISDB-T receiver is discussed. Additionally, implementation-related issues that greatly impact on the performance of the proposed scheme are also dealt with in the next section.
Implementation of the Proposed AAA-SDC Scheme for Mobile ISDB-T Receiver
In this section, the implementation of the proposed AAA-SDC scheme is discussed from the viewpoint of hardware design. The target of our design is to improve the performance of the mobile ISDB-T receiver up to a certain level of reception quality. It is also required to provide a flexible and unified platform that is capable of reconfigurations and further improvements.
Implementation-Related Issues
As realizing the AAA-SDC scheme, several implementation related issues are brought to our concern and listed as follows
• Doppler shift and frequency error due to imperfect oscillator.
• Sampling rate error due to the mismatch sampling frequency between the transmitter and the receiver.
• OFDM symbol synchronization and CTF estimation.
Next, these issues are discussed thoroughly and their treatments are summarized.
A. Doppler Shift and Frequency Error.
In mobile ISDB-T receiver, incoming signal with carrier frequency of f c comes to antenna with angle-of-arrival (AOA) of θ. As a result, each subcarrier of the OFDM signal suffers a Doppler shift as
where λ is wavelength of incoming signal; v and c are the speed of the automobile and the light, respectively. The maximum Doppler shift is determined as
In mobile channel, assume that many waves arrive each with its own random AOA (thus with its own Doppler shift), which is uniformly distributed within [0, 2π], independently of other waves. A probability density function of the frequency of received signal can be obtained, referred to as Doppler spectrum [24] . Figure 4 (a) illustrates Doppler spectrum of received signal associated with an omnidirectional antenna, i.e. all frequency components of received signal are subjects of Doppler shift randomly distributed within
In our application, totally four antenna elements are utilized and are set in the body of automobile, two antenna elements are set in the front and the others are set in the rear. However, as the body of automobile is made from metal, two front antenna elements seemingly experience a similar Doppler shift as discussed below, so do the others in the rear. Hence, in order to simply demonstrate different Doppler shift phenomenon between the front and rear antenna elements, let us assume in this subsection that there are only two antenna elements, one set in the front and the other set in the rear of the body of automobile -see Fig. 4(b) . As the body of automobile is made from metal, it is experimentally confirmed that directional characteristic of the front antenna is obviously distorted and concentrates on the front direction, while that of the rear antenna focuses to the back direction of automobile [17] . Therefore, these antenna elements can be considered as direction filters of which AOA of incoming signal is the subject. Consequentially, as illustrated in Fig. 4(c) , received signal of front antenna element mostly experiences a positive Doppler shift randomly distributed within [0, + f dmax ]; whereas that of rear antenna element mostly experiences a negative Doppler shift randomly distributed within [− f dmax , 0]. In other words, performance of mobile ISDB-T receiver is seemingly enhanced in mobile channel condition as bandwidth of Doppler spectrum is reduced by exploiting directional antenna elements. In addition, imperfect analog components, such as carrier frequency oscillator, also introduce a frequency error to the received signal. A frequency error caused by imperfect analog components can be considered to be invariant in duration of many OFDM symbols. As a result, ICI (Intercarrier Interference) caused by both Doppler shift and imperfect analog components will increase the error floor of re- ceived symbol at each subcarrier. Therefore, it is important to cope with the total frequency error caused by Doppler shift and imperfect analog components. Moreover, in our specific application, frequency error of the front antenna and that of the rear antenna should be estimated and compensated separately due to their opposite Doppler shifts. The methodology to cope with frequency error for our application is discussed thoroughly in Sect. 3.2. It is worthwhile to note that the accuracy of frequency error estimation can be enhanced by exploiting directional antenna elements.
B. Sampling Rate Error.
The mismatch of sampling rate between a transmitter and a receiver is unavoidable in a wireless communication system. Figure 5 illustrates an impact of sampling rate error on a sampled TailGI. Due to the drifting of sampling positions of TailGI, the cross correlation between HeadGI of inputs and TailGI of the output is severely deteriorated. Therefore, it is important to cope with sampling rate error in order to improve performances of DBF algorithms in reality.
Decimation/interpolation as a digitally timing-adjustment process is a well-known method to cope with sampling error and is covered extensively in the literature [22] , [23] . Moreover, in our system, the sampling rate of received OFDM signals is always slightly higher than that of transmitted signals. The purpose of that is to simplify the decimation/interpolation process, i.e. only interpolation process is necessary to compensate sampling rate error, consequently.
C. Timing Synchronization Error.
Due to the nature of wireless communication, timing synchronization error is inevitable. In our design, the performance of DBF algorithms are greatly impacted by the accurate timing synchronization as sampling HeadGIs and TailGIs. In addition, the performance of CTF estimation is essential for Post-FFT diversity combining scheme.
These errors mentioned above are issues one should carefully deal with in order to enhance the robustness of the AAA-SDC scheme. In [20] , OFDM signal model with the presence of these errors is investigated. In [21] the optimum structure of OFDM receiver are proposed, in which error estimation processes are realized both prior and after FFT. In our design, a joint symbol synchronization and frequency error compensation are realized based on the periodic property of OFDM signal [19] . Additionally, as the ISDB-T standard employs scattered pilots (SPs) in subcarriers, CTF can be estimated by performing 2D interpolation on SPs. Estimations of CIR and a delay profile of multipath channel can also be obtained by performing IFFT on CTF. In our circumstance, by monitoring the position of the peak of the delay profile, sampling rate error and precise timing synchronization are estimated and compensated prior to FFT. In Sect. 3.2, the functional block diagram for hardware implementation is disclosed and discussed thoroughly.
Implementation of the AAA-SDC OFDM Receiver
In this subsection, the implementation of the AAA-SDC scheme for mobile OFDM receiver is discussed. Again, one should keep in mind that the application of the mobile OFDM receiver is specifically to be set in the automobile. Due to the limitation on the automobile's space and, more importantly, the cost of hardware complexity, four antenna elements are employed, of which two antenna elements are set in the front and the others are set in the rear of the automobile. Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the AAA-SDC scheme for mobile OFDM receiver. Received signals from four antenna elements are down-converted and analog-todigital converted. It is important to mention here that:
• Received signals from antenna elements experience similar sampling rate error because the common carrier frequency oscillator is used.
• Doppler shift and timing synchronization error are similar for received signal from either front antenna elements or rear ones due to the close distance of them.
• However, Doppler shift and timing synchronization error are seemingly independent from front antenna elements to rear ones due to the distant separation of them and the material of automobile's body.
In our implementation, the estimation processes, such as sampling rate error estimation, frequency error estimation and timing synchronization estimation, are utilized before and after FFT transformation, namely Pre-FFT and Post-FFT estimations [19] , [20] .
After compensating the sampling rate error and frequency error, HeadGI of received signals and TailGI of the combined signals from the array antenna are sampled and stored into memory BRAM. The DSP is responsible for generating the coefficients of the AAA. There are two independent OFDM demodulations corresponding to two branches of the SDC scheme. Each branch is comprised of FFT and CTF estimation. The output signal of the SDC is fed to the FEC (Forward Error Correction) to obtain data stream. Note that implementation of the AAA-SDC scheme associates with several system configuration parameters, such as AAA opt and SDC opt as configuration parameters of Pre-FFT AAA scheme and Post-FFT SDC scheme respectively. 
A. Joint Hardware and Software Implementation.
We use joint hardware and software approach for implementing the proposed AAA-SDC scheme -see Fig. 6 . FPGA is utilized as hardware side due to its million-logicgate density and gigabit-per-second interface. Therefore prefixed processes which also demand high computation load, such as FFTs, CTF estimation, Pre-FFT and Post-FFT estimations, are synthesized in FPGA. In contrast, DBF algorithms that require less computation load are realized in DSP. In our design, TI C6713 development board is used to perform DBF algorithms. It features the TMS320C6713 DSP of 225 MHz with floating-point support, which meets the demand of high precision computation for DBF algorithms. This joint hardware and software approach surely provide a robust platform for investigation and further improvement. Figure 7 shows the interface of FPGA and DSP. FPGA and DSP are coupled via a shared memory block located in FPGA, namely BRAM. BRAM is a dual-port memory block which provides a common memory accessible to both FPGA and DSP that can be used to share and transmit data and system status between them. DSP retrieves data in BRAM via EMIF (External Memory Interface) using EDMA (Enhanced Direct-Memory-Access). Handshake signal from FPGA is used as external interrupt to trigger the data transfer process and the operation of CPU.
In detail, a dual memory bank is utilized in both BRAM and internal memory of DSP to realize real-time operation. Timing diagram is illustrated in Fig. 8 . As mentioned above, BRAM provides common memory accessible to both FPGA and DSP. In FPGA, samples of HeadGI and TailGI are stored continuously to bank #0 and bank #1 in BRAM. Meanwhile, DSP retrieves data samples available in one memory bank in BRAM to generate the coefficients. After that, the coefficients are stored back to the corresponding memory bank in BRAM. The duration for retrieving data samples, generating the coefficients and storing the coefficients is shorter than one OFDM symbol duration.
We successfully implement the prototype of the AAA-SDC scheme. Table 1 and Fig. 9 show the specification and photograph of a prototype of the proposed AAA-SDC scheme.
B. Multiple System Configurations featured by the AAA-SDC Scheme.
The prototype is capable of altering the combination of antenna elements, i.e. four antenna elements can be used as one array antenna or as two array antenna, of which one is set in the front and the other is set in the rear of automobile. In addition, the operation of the Post-FFT SDC scheme can also be switched to a conventional equalizer by using only one OFDM demodulation. As a result, the prototype can be utilized as the proposed AAA-SDC scheme or as the Pre-FFT AAA scheme. Nevertheless, since DBF algorithms are embedded in DSP, beam-forming capability of the array antenna can also be reconfigurable on the fly. The capabilities of reconfiguring the system configuration and changing dif- ferent DBF algorithms are to flexibly adapt the design for various applications. We believe these features are useful for investigation and further improvement.
Two system configurations are featured for evaluation and experiment. Figure 10(a) shows the proposed AAA-SDC scheme as a fully supported system configuration, in which both Pre-FFT AAA scheme and Post-FFT SDC scheme are exploited, and is hereto referred to as System Configuration A. The other, shown in Fig. 10(b) , is the conventional Pre-FFT AAA scheme referred to as System Configuration B [12] . Their implementations are significantly different, such as:
• System Configuration A aims to exploit capabilities of beam forming and diversity combining algorithm with regard to directional characteristics of antenna elements set in automobile. Meanwhile, System Configuration B only supports beam forming capability.
• In System Configuration A, two independent frequency error compensations are used for received signals from two front antennas and two rear antennas. However, in System Configuration B, only common frequency error compensation is used.
The performances of the prototype with both system configurations are evaluated by simulations and field experiments comparatively and the results are given in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5.
Simulation Results
In this section, the operation of the AAA-SDC scheme is verified and studied by simulation. Coware Signal Processing Worksystem (SPW) is used as a developing EDA tool. SPW provides a flexible visualization environment with block-oriented design. Nevertheless, because of its capability of co-simulating multiple languages, such as VHDL, Verilog HDL as well as C/C++, ones can possibly perform the system-level design in a single design workbench in order to verify the operation in co-simulating environment straightforwardly.
To evaluate performance of the AAA-SDC scheme in our application, based on [16] , directional characteristics of antenna elements are modeled as
where E(θ) is an electric field strength in direction of θ, E 0 is the maximum electric field strength of the antenna element. θ 0 is center direction of each antenna element and k is a beam width parameter. In this paper, the value of k is determined by given beam width in which the electric field strength remains larger than a half of E 0 , referred to as half-power beam width (HPBW). Thus, HPBW and the center direction of each antenna element could be used to model antenna directional characteristic in these evaluations hereafter. Table 2 shows the specifications of the AAA-SDC scheme. Furthermore, Fig. 11 illustrates electrical field strength of antenna elements. As such, front antenna #1 and #2 with HPBW of 120 deg and center directions of 30 deg and 330 deg, respectively, essentially concentrate their directional characteristics on the front direction of the automobile. In contrast, rear antenna #1 and #2 with HPBW of 120 deg and center directions of 150 deg and 210 deg mainly concentrate on the back direction of automobile. Mode3 of ISDB-T standard using 64 QAM modulation scheme and GI duration T e = T g /8 is selected as the simulation condition. In order to simplify the verification of the proposed AAA-SDC scheme, a perfect frequency error estimation is used. Also keep in mind that BER measurements are undertaken without Viterbi decoder.
As mentioned in Sect. 3, several system configurations can be supported by using configuration parameters. In the previous project [11] , [12] , the Pre-FFT array antenna has been implemented due to its lowest cost in computation complexity. Therefore, in order to demonstrate the continuous progress of our project and to convey the viewpoint of hardware design, the performance of the proposed AAA-SDC scheme (System Configuration A) and the conventional Pre-FFT AAA scheme (System Configuration B) are subjects for comparisons. More particularly, several DBF algorithms for each configuration are included, such as MRC, AMBF and SMI. Varieties of multipath channel conditions are conducted to verify the operation of the AAA-SDC scheme and are discussed in next subsections.
Multipath Channel Condition 1
In this simulation, multipath channel condition is realized to verify the AAA-SDC scheme. Table 3 shows the specification of this simulation condition. It is worthwhile noting that in this condition delay spreads are shorter than GI duration. Therefore, it can be considered as a free ISI channel condition. Figure 12 shows the BER performances of the AAA-SDC scheme versus SNR with Doppler shift of 0 Hz. The performances of different DBF algorithms on the same system configuration are rather identical. Moreover, the BER performances of System Configuration A outperform those of System Configuration B due to the superiority of the Post-FFT SDC scheme. In addition, the BER performances of the AAA-SDC scheme versus the maximum Doppler shift with SNR of 30 dB are shown in Fig. 13 . Again, the BER performances of different DBF algorithms are similar for each particular system configuration. Interestingly, the DBF algorithms on System Configuration A is seemingly stable in a region of very high Doppler shift because of the perfect frequency error compensation. However, the performances of DBF algorithms on System Configuration B are greatly degraded as Doppler shift increases. As antenna elements in the front and in the rear gather incoming signals with different AOAs, their received signals suffer greatly different Doppler shift, from the front ones to the rear ones, due to their different directional characteristics. As a result, Doppler shift is rarely compensated by the common frequency error compensation and therefore greatly degrades the performances on System Configuration B in a region of high Doppler shift.
Multipath Channel Condition 2
The channel condition for this simulation is given in Table 4 . In this condition, there are two paths with delay spread exceeding GI duration, considered as ISIs, coming from both the front direction and the back direction. Once again, the performances of DBF algorithms on System Configuration A and B are evaluated. Figure 14 shows the BER performances versus SNR in case Doppler shift of 0 Hz. With the presence of interferences, System Configuration A still outperforms System Configuration B. In detail, SMI algorithm on both configurations achieves the best performance due to its ability of suppressing interferences. Let it keep in mind that AMBF algorithm is the improvement of MRC algorithm as discussed in Sect. 2.1. Therefore it is also interesting to note that the performances of AMBF algorithm outperform those of MRC algorithm on both configurations. BER performances versus Doppler shift in the case of SNR of 30 dB are given in Fig. 15 . Similarly, the performances of DBF algorithms on System Configuration A are more stable in a region of high Doppler shift, meanwhile their performances on System Configuration B are severely degraded by Doppler shift. Over all, SMI algorithm achieves the highest performance on both configurations. 
Experimental Results
The prototype of the AAA-SDC scheme is successfully implemented and is the subject of several experiments. The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 5 and the experiment setup is illustrated in Fig. 16 . In [17] , the directional characteristics of on-glass antennas mounted in different positions in the body of automobile are illustrated. In our experiment setup, four on-glass antenna elements are set in body of automobile, two antenna elements are mounted in corners of the front windshield, whereas the others are mounted in the rear windshield of the experimental automobile. Output signal of the prototype is error-corrected by Viterbi decoder and Reed-Solomon decoder to obtain MPEG-2 stream. The broadcasted signal is then displayed in a monitor to evaluate the reception quality -see Fig. 16 . To validate the reception quality of the prototype, we define the reception rate as the ratio of error-free reception duration to the total experiment duration. In the experiment, the reception rate of the prototype is measured while the experimental vehicle is moving with speed of about 80 km/h in the highway. In the test course, the prototype experiences no co-channel interference, however nonline-of-sight (NLOS) multipath condition with relatively long delay paths is mostly observed during the experiments. The performances of both system configurations, in which MRC, AMBF and SMI are selected, are measured separately. Figure 17 shows the average reception rate of System Configuration A and System Configuration B. In the test course, System Configuration A that utilizes MRC, AMBF and SMI, can achieve the average reception rate of 100%; whereas the average reception rate of System Configuration B utilizing MRC, AMBF and SMI can only reaches up to 65%. Obviously, the performance of mobile ISDB-T receiver set in the high-speed automobile are drastically improved by using the proposed AAA-SDC scheme. Figure 18 illustrates the performances of MRC, AMBF and SMI in System Configuration B in detail. By exploiting the periodic property of OFDM signal as explained in Sect. 2, the reception rate of AMBF is improved compared with that of MRC. More interestingly, as the receiver experiences mostly NLOS multipath condition with relatively long delay paths in the test course, due to the null steering capability, the performance of SMI outperforms that of MRC and AMBF.
The experimental results are also disclosed in [12] and [18] .
Conclusions
In circumstances that multiple antenna elements are set in the body of automobile, it is inappropriate to consider their directional characteristics as omnidirectional characteristics. Indeed, the directional characteristics of the front ones focus to the front direction while those of the rear ones focus to the back direction of the automobile.
In this paper, the AAA-SDC scheme is proposed and implemented to improve the performance of mobile ISDB-T receiver in such application. By exploiting the joint software-hardware approach, several DBF algorithms can be supported. Moreover, this approach also provides the platform in which several system configurations can be reconfigurable on the fly. Simulations and experiments are conducted to verify the performance of the proposed AAA-SDC scheme. The results show that a performance of mobile ISDB-T receiver is drastically improved as the specific directional characteristics of antenna elements are taken into account. The experiment results show that the proposed AAA-SDC scheme achieves the outstanding reception rate up to 100%, meanwhile the reception rate of the Pre-FFT AAA scheme only reaches up to 65%.
